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Student Leaves Rush In a
Hurry
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“Clothes speak louder
than words.”
close to some “M”s and “N”s. The
bonds of sisterhood have already
begun to form!
The conversations I have shared
with the sorority girls have been
truly profound. Shouting over the
noise until my voice is hoarse and
sometimes having to read lips to
hear what the other girl is saying,
we discuss art, politics, and Kate
Spade. Because, clearly, long-lasting relationships are built off similar taste in shoes!
In those two minutes, it is important to encapsulate your entire
essence as a human being. It is
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Conservatives Applaud Rush Week

WASHINGTON, D.C.—In light
of Rush Limbaugh’s extremely
popular and well received speech
at the Conservative Political Action Conference, the Republican
Party decided to honor the life and
spirit of the infamous talk show
host by dedicating the first week of
April to the promotion of activities
normally conducted by Limbaugh.
This week, which the Republicans
have named “Rush Week,” was
well received by college students
across the country. This year, many
college students observed Rush
Week for the first time, embracing
the opportunity to engage in behavior that would normally be frowned
upon by their peers and by university administrators.
The most common Rush Week
activity requires participants to recite illogical statements repeatedly
and loudly until everyone in a participant’s vicinity concedes that the

INSIDE SCOOP: The Art of Girl-Flirting

By Reva Laughlin
Rush. What a wonderful way
to find your sisters at Stanford!
Standing in line alphabetically,
waiting to enter the room filled
with clapping and cheering sorority girls, I have truly connected with
all the girls whose last name begins
with “L.” I have even become quite
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best if this can be accomplished in
one phrase. Better yet, if it can be
shown through your outfit. Clothes
speak louder than words. You want
to prove to them that you have
clothes that they might want to borrow for some event later on. Don’t
forget accessories, either.
The true test is if you can impress them with your girl-flirting
abilities. Whoever thinks that girls
only flirt with guys is completely
delusional. Boys are only used to
practice flirting abilities. The pretty
smile, sweet laugh, and well-timed
hair flip are all very effective on
guys. But girls are far more difficult. They see through a laugh that
is slightly too high, a smile that is
too forced. To impress a girl, you
really have to be on your game.
And rush is the prime opportunity
to utilize your girl-flirting maneuvers and to see how charming you
really are. They will become your
sisters, if you can seduce them first.
So go to a few frat parties before
rush to brush up on your game.
But, don’t go too wild! You don’t
want to walk in with a reputation.

ABOVE: Rush Limbaugh

statement is true. When asked why
students are doing this, Freshman
Benjamin Truden explained, “It’s
not every day of the year you get
to emulate your favorite Republican pundit. And plus, doing stupid
things is a great way to get people
to like you.”
Truden’s view that participating
in Rush Week helps students to be
accepted by their peers was echoed

by another student, Erica Meyers.
According to Meyers, “If you want
to be part of the party, this is just
something you have to do. People
who question our actions just don’t
know what it means to believe in
something.”
Participants of Rush Week also
engaged in more extreme actions
that demonstrated their dedication
to Limbaugh. Some were pressured
into eating unhealthy quantities of
food while others turned to drugs
such as OxyContin. The most dedicated Rushers, however, demonstrated their intensity by finding
several people in wheelchairs and
accusing them of faking their disability to gain pity and attention
from others.
“For one week, Rush is fun,” said
Truden. “But to be like Limbaugh
every day of the year is just mind
boggling. It’s truly impressive.”

Kappas Had A Great Time At Their Pledge Event,
Or That’s What People Told Them

Last Wednesday, the new Kappa Kappa Gamma pledges celebrated their
initiation. None of them actually know what they did that night; but their
sober friends told them that they had a fantastic time, and they were all
really hilarious. Details of their night were filled in by reexamining ripped
T-shirts, misspelled text messages, and most popular videos on YouTube.
Since they forgot what happened, they now just have an excuse to do it
again! WOO KAPPA LOVE!
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Gamma Alpha Upsilon

Come Rush
Sigma Nu’s brother fraternity

Our first event Monday April 13- Scrapbooking!

Upcoming Fraternity Rush Events

Rush Tri-Kappa
Tuesday April 14 - Ghost Dress Up Party

Rush Psi-Phi
Wednesday April 15- 2001: A Space Odyssey Movie
Screening
Rush Kappa, The Fraternity For Girls
Thurday April 16 - Watch sports and drink beer
Want to do nothing for 45 minutes--exactly? Come to the Flipside
meeting this Thursday at 7pm in Old Union 121.

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: SOLVE THE REBUS PUZZLE, JUMBLE, AND CRYPTOGRAM

AND EMAIL YOUR ANSWERS TO FLIPSIDE@STANFORD.EDU. IF YOU SOLVE IT CORRECTLY, YOU WILL
BE ENTERED IN A DRAWING TO WIN A FREE FLIPSIDE TSHIRT congratulations to last week’s winner: Peter Livesy

QUOTE “ where do you live? what’s your major? omg i love your shoes.”-typical line of sorority questions
Can you guess the common word
REBUS PUZZLES or phrase portrayed below?
NUMBERS

13

The number of Kappa jokes in this week’s issue of the
Flipside. Can you believe that? All in just two pages. Now
go back and see if you can find them all, because 7 of
them are subliminal and 2 are written with invisible ink.

CHECK OUT THE WEBSITE FOR MORE CONENT:

WWW.STANFORDFLIPSIDE.COM
last weeks answers: CUTTING EDGE, STATE OF THE ART, SHAQUILLE O’NEAL, EXPERIMENT

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to
decode the message or quote below. HINT B=S

CR NQI ZIP TLR TUO BTZ NQTF ZIP MRRH, CRSTPBR FQIBR NQI ADUO OIU’F ATFFRL TUO FQIBR NQI ATFFRL OIU’F ADUO. - OL. BRPBB
LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: THE TEST OF A FIRST-RATE INTELLIGENCE IS THE ABILITY TO HOLD TWO OPPOSED IDEAS IN MIND AT THE SAME
TIME AND STILL RETAIN THE ABILITY TO FUNCTION. - F. SCOTT FITZGERALD

SUDOKU

Fill in the grid so each column,
row, and 3x3 box has the
Level: Sorority Rush... AH! numbers 1 through 9.

JUMBLE

Unscramble these four ordinary
jumbles, and use the letters in
circles to answer the final question.

MATID

GNUDE
GHIVAN
WHAT TO DO WHEN
YOU RUN OUT OF
INFORMATION

SWIGAJ

GO
SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
Note: All names and stories are fictional, unless public figures
are being satirized. Remember, these are all jokes.

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS: MIDST CLERK BOOKIE FLINCH the insect’s
favorite sport CRICKET
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